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Invented by a woman, for women. Pambra's was created with you in 
mind. Alot of love and care was put into the creation of Pambra's bra 
liners. Pambra's are a one of a kind soft cotton bra liner used to 
absorb perspiration under and between the breasts with dual duty of 
adding comfort to irritating under wires and scratchy elastic. Wearing 
Pambra's reduces moisture that causes rashes, body odors. 

Pambra's, the original bra liners has paved the way for a more 
comfortable way of life for thousands of women across the globe. 

As one fan raved, "It's the little things in life that make all the 
difference. Every now and again you run into a product that just 
makes sense. One you didn't even know existed until you found it. 

One that answered a problem us ladies with ample bust lines often 
contend with on a daily basis. One that works and serves a purpose 
and one that just plain makes life easier and that product is none other 
than Pambra's, the original bra liner." 



Pambra's quality materials and workmanship is unsurpassed by any of 
the imposter liners. But, don't be fooled by immitations,If it doesn't 
say Pambra's then it is not the original. Pambra's carry multiple 
physician recommendations and are sought after by the medical field 
and breast cancer patients. Pambra's is creating new jobs by being 
made in the USA. 

Accommodating all types of bras, there are no pins or tapes to fuss 
with and tests have shown that with a properly fitted bra, Pambra's 
liners stay in place. Many women wear them alone under the 
pendulum breast to eliminate skin on skin contact. 

Pambra's has recently expanded their bra liners to include more colors 
and two new post mastectomy styles, a unilateral and bi lateral liner. 
Pambra's has also designed washable nursing pads! 

Pambra's liners are made of a soft cotton blend fabric and come with 
100% cotton inside, a unique blend of fabric and cotton that absorbs 
perspiration and keeps moisture away from the skin. 

About Pambra's: 
Pambra's are sold in catalogs and stores nationwide and overseas in 
catalogs in Germany and Paris, France. For More information on 
purchasing or wholesale opportunities, visit:www.pambras.com 
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